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About This Game

Mostly Scared of Spiders is an indie survival/adventure game with multiple endings depending on the players skill and decision
making.

Lost in the Australian outback, you must navigate through dangerous parts of the bush, making decisions along the way which
influence the outcome of the game, as well as surviving each night when the bush really comes alive. This atmospheric journey
combines survival and adventure and offers multiple play throughs, testing a players skill, problem solving, decision making and

common sense.

The game also offers a pure 'survival' game mode which challenges the player to survive as long as possible.

Will you make it out of the bush alive? Will you find your party members? How long can you survive in the survival mode?

The journey is yours...
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This game looks very good. Puzzles are very interesting yet simple enough not to be frustrating.

However the big thing I will critize is that it feels rather short.

Also, there is no story at all. I didn't even know what the hell I was doing. This might work for machinarium, but it feels kinda
empty here.. The voice acting is bad. The writing is bad. The game play is incredibly limited. After having played the game
once, I feel I made less choices in the past hour than I think I have made in 5 minutes of any other game.. After 30 minutes with
this "game", I still had no idea what the point of it was, what I was spposed to do or when I was going to do anything
interesting... or even just coherent.. If you don't think you'd like a visual novel, this is the game for you (if you also love turn-
based strategy games like Fire Emblem, Heroes of Might and Magic, Disciple II, etc.).

I played the original PC release from JASTUSA years ago (hence the lack of time played here). And by played, I mean
obsessed. And by obsessed, I mean I played through every single permutation of the game (colloquially referred to as a 'route')
twice. I think the grand total was well over 100 hours of precious life, but it was preciously spent.

Aselia is one of those high fantasy stories that really grips you. It tends to hold nothing back, and is very challenging in both its
strategic\/tactical aspects and in its themes. The themes of said story are pretty excellent, ranging from social prejudice and
slavery all the way to love, obligation, and duty (heehee).

The gamplay portion, which is very significant if viewed through the lens of a typical visual novel, is challenging and diverse.
There are units to train, squads to create, buildings to build, and tactical decisions to be made in the face of time limits, finite
resources, and the ever-onward march to victory.

The narrative portion of the game, which is still significant, is very excellent. Fans of high fantasy and gritty takes on alternate
world transportation will enjoy the plot, while the average anime fan may be surprised at how dark the story goes.

Don't be put off by the graphics; despite the age, this is a top-notch game. The art itself is a style unique to the developer, and
while the sprites evoke nostalgia the "cutscenes" and events are well-done.

That they're selling this game at normal price for less than $20 is a steal. If it's ever on sale, buy immediately and kiss your
weekends goodbye. Fans of Fire Emblem and Final Fantasy Tactics will jump right in to the style of gameplay, and everyone
else will be pleasantly surprised by the depth of both the tactics and the narrative. Look forward to literally hours and hours of
enjoyment.. weak and gimmicky units

wait for the balance patch. I love this game! Plays like the actualy boardgame. The glitches mentioned by the previous people
seemed to have been fixed. They just need to add more of the expansion packs please. Piece of garbage.. great story, beautiful
art :)
and those screaming voices really gave me chills.. I literally do not know what it want's you to do in order to win at the end. It
throws you into a room with a very short ammount of time to figure it out. For example, aim the death rays at the sun. I do that,
mission failed anyways. What do you want from me?

Not to mention the dynamic is very simple and you only need to play it once to really have played it all. Good if you have kids
for a few runs, not worth the money. Another gimic using VR.

Can we get some real game designers on this yet?
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Mortar Spam simulator. Just awesome, Been waiting for a decent Naval game for so long and have been following the
development of this game for more than a year to ensure continued Dev support.. FInally there's an option aside from som FTP
crap or going back 15 years for a good Naval game. As of the newest patch (11/25/15) the Devs added some nice features and
tweaks, really nice now (Yippie I get to name all my ships and captians..lol Makes it so much more personal and immersive.)

But onto the game, nice graphics, very healthy selection of ships and goals to try to unlock them. Sandbox play greatly
improved, missons/campaigns are very engaging. I'm loving it and looking forward to some nice Naval fantasy play. So if you
like naval games and are tired of playing SIlent Service..lol Certainly grab this game and support the dev. Well worth it if you
are into this genre.. It is a great game because it isn't easy. There are many variables to how "it should be", but you nor I am the
developer, scrum master, or have anything to do with it's function. It's awesome! I can't tend to lock down the grinds , front slide
seems to be the one that locks the most even though I don't want it. Style is sick, can't wait for more content.. Holy S*** Cold
Beam

This new open mic is incredible

Looking ahead to challenges and more difficulties. I've just bought that game and I have already beat it. It is good and fun but as
for me it too easy and short. I wish they added some new levels in future updates.

There is also an infinty mode but it just get bored after some time

Mostly Scared of Spiders - Available 30 May 2019!:
Hello community, wish-listers, friends,

Mostly Scared of Spiders will be available on the Steam store page on 30 May 2019.

There will be a 10% launch discount.

The page is linked below

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1032070/Mostly_Scared_of_Spiders/

I hope you all enjoy the game!

Kind Regards
Christopher Myerscough
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. Mostly Scared of Spiders - To be released soon!:
The game will be available on steam in the coming days.

Thanks all!

. Mostly Scared of Spiders - official trailer:
The official trailer and store page is now active.

Many thanks

HeroHead studios. Mostly Scared of Spiders - second trailer out.:
Mostly Scared of Spiders coming soon.... Just released - 10% launch discount available:
Hello all,

The pixel indie game "Mostly Scared of Spiders" is now available on steam.

This adventure survival game is set in the Australian Outback. On a journey with your party, your fate is determined by player
skill and the choices you make.

The game offers multiple directions, based on both the fate of party members and player choice, each path with unique
challenges. The game offers multiple play throughs and multiple endings.

A survival mode is also available to test a players ability in a fast and frantic setting, challenging the player to beat their high
score.

Please enjoy! 

Christopher Myerscough
HeroHead studios
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